ReSound OMNIA
At ReSound, we believe life is best when it’s a
natural, effortless flow, and we take to heart
anything that holds you back. We have devoted
the past 150 years to making life sound better,
connecting people worldwide to a life without
limitations.

Surround yourself
with what you love
Life is full of details and conversations around you
that enrich everyday moments, but can you hear
them through the other sounds? Now you can with
ReSound OMNIATM which is made for hearing in
noise. Greater than ever, enabling you to hear speech
in noise in any direction*. It all sounds and feels
natural and connects you naturally to the world.
*Compared to our legacy technology

Love the
everyday
details in life

Learn more at resound.com

Want to hear your
best in noise and
enjoy sounds all
around?
Now you can.
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Feels natural
ReSound OMNIA fits your needs and situations
around the clock for great performance all day and
the best wearing comfort, in all kinds of weather. It
gives you the peace of mind you need.

Colors
Available in eight stylish tones. Your hearing care
professional can help guide you in choosing a color
to match your preferences.

OPTIMAL COMFORT ON THE EAR
Forget you’re wearing hearing aids
ALL-WEATHERPROOF DESIGN
Wear your hearing aids in all weather, even with an
active lifestyle
ALL-DAY POWER
Hear clear sound all day with up to 30 hours of use
on one charge. Chargers available in multiple styles.

Sounds natural
The world can be noisy, with lots of sounds rivalling
for your attention. Wouldn’t it be a relief to naturally
listen to the conversations and situations you want
to, all around you, even in noise? Now you can.
HEAR THROUGH THE NOISE
With our best speech understanding in noisy
environments*
CLEARLY ENJOY SOUNDS
Hear more clearly from all around you
SOUND LIKE YOURSELF
Hear your own voice as you know it

* Compared to our legacy technology

Connects you naturally
Seamlessly connect to who and what you love and
bring your world closer.
GREAT CONVERSATIONS
Crystal clear phone calls

Sparkling
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Deep
Black

YOUR WIRELESS HEADSET
Direct streaming of music, calls and more from
iPhone, iPad or AndroidTM* smartphones
Hands-free calls for iPhone and iPad**

*Check device compatibility at resound.com/compatibility
**ReSound OMNIA hands-free calls are compatible with iPhone 11
or later, iPad Pro 12.9-inch (5th generation), iPad Pro 11-inch (3rd
generation), iPad Air (4th generation), iPad mini (6th generation) or
later, with software updates iOS 15.3 and iPadOS 15.3 or later.

